Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 2/12/20

- All services are in the process to moving to Go 1.13 as part of roadmap setup for Geneva.
- Core WG’s important V2 API PR is still out for review (#2285 in edgex-go).
- Work is underway in core to have Redis be default for unsecured EdgeX.
- MQTT message bus is now supported as an enhancement to go-mod-messaging.
- Bi-weekly status meeting to track the progress of EMQX Kuiper integration with EdgeX is setup of starting Feb 20 @ 3:30pm MST
- Device Service WG has point releases of the SDKs done.
- Visual inference service has a repo in holding and should be populated soon (Intel code donation).
- Work to convert documentation from RST to markdown has been accomplished.
- Swagger and TAF work continue.
- We should have access to advanced Synk reporting within days.
- Transformation to Jenkins Pipelines continues.
- CLI was reviewed. Some improvements have been requested. Next update and review to come later this week.
- System management continues work on OpenAPI document for API V2.
- Open Horizon’s sub-project began its work break down and development leadership plan.
- Open Horizon plans to have a booth demo at ONES.
- Security SIR now meeting regularly on Tuesdays (bi-weekly).
- Security reports 105 of 115 items done for Geneva release (not inclusive of 8 items in the backlog).
- Security WG continues work on design of security around V2 API.
- Dev advocate shared upcoming events schedule.
- Initial performance numbers of Fuji release were shared (along with comparison numbers to Edinburgh release). Use of Redis has greatly reduces the footprint, startup, and memory usage.
- Monthly architects meeting coming up next week (moved to Tuesday 18th due to holiday).
- Keith Steele, after traveling to Singapore, has asked the community to consider Singapore (Dell center there) as possible host of Fall 2020 F2F.